
GLOSSARY OF TERMS RELATED TO INDEX PUTS 

 

A 

All-or-None (AON) Order - An order that must be completely filled or else it will not be executed. This is 

a useful order for traders executing complex option strategies which needs to be precisely filled.  

American-Style Put – A put contract that may be exercised at any time between the date of purchase 

and the expiration date. Most exchange-traded puts are American-style.  

At-The-Money (ATM) - An option is “at-the-money” when the index is equal to the strike price. (Since 

the two values are rarely exactly equal, when purchasing options the strike price closest to the index is 

typically called the “ATM strike.”) 

Automatic Exercise - When an “in the money” put is automatically exercised.  

 

B 

Bearish - An opinion  that expects a decline in an index. 

Bearish Options Strategies - Different ways to use puts to profit from a downwards move in an index. 

Bear Trap - Any technically unconfirmed downward move that encourages investors to sell. It usually 

precedes strong rallies and often catches the unwary. 

Binary Put - Puts that either pay you a fixed return when it ends up in the money by expiration or 

nothing at all. 

Break-Even Point - the index level at which a particular strategy neither makes nor loses money. It 

generally pertains to the result at the expiration date of the options involved in the strategy. A 

"dynamic" break-even point is one that changes as time passes. 

Bullish - An opinion in which one expects a rise in an index. 

Bullish Options Strategies - Different ways to use puts to profit from an upwards move in the index. 

Bull Trap - Any technically unconfirmed move to the upside that encourages investors to be bullish. 

Usually precedes important declines and often fools those who do not wait form confirmation by other 

indicators. 
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C 

Call Options -Options which gives the holder the right to buy the underlying index at a specified price for 

a certain, fixed period of time.  

Cash Settlement / Cash Delivered - Puts which, when exercised, delivers the profit in cash instead of an 

underlying asset. 

CBOE - The Chicago Board Options Exchange; the first national exchange to trade listed stock options. 

Close - Period at the end of a trading day where final prices for the day are calculated. 

Correction - When a stock drops in price temporarily before rebounding later. 

Contrary Opinion - The belief opposite that of the general public and/or Wall Street. It is most 

significant at major market turning points. An overall consensus of opinion, whether bullish or bearish, 

usually marks an extreme. An investor taking a contrary view will usually benefit in time. 

Consolidation - When stocks starts going sideways after a significant rise as investors start selling some 

of their holdings to take profit. 

Contract Range - The highest and lowest price that a put contract has traded.  

 

D 

Deliverables - The financial assets that are delivered to the holder of the put when the put is exercised. 

Delta - the amount by which a call or put option’s price will change for a corresponding change in price 

by the underlying index. Call options have positive deltas, while put options have negative deltas. 

Technically, the delta is an instantaneous measure of the option’s price change, so that the delta will be 

altered for even fractional changes by the underlying index. Consequently, the terms "up delta" and 

"down delta" may be applicable. They describe the option’s change after a full 1-point change in the 

index either up or down. The "up delta" may be larger than the "down delta" for a call option, while the 

reverse is true for put options.  

Delta Neutral - When positive delta options and negative delta options offset each other to produce a 

position which neither gains nor decreases in value as the underlying stock moves slightly up or down. 

Such a position will return a profit no matter which way the underlying stock eventually moves as long 

as the move is significant.  

Derivatives - A financial instrument whose value is derived in part from the value and characteristics of 

another financial instrument. Puts are examples of derivatives. 
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Discount - An option is trading at a discount if it is trading for less than its intrinsic value. A future is 

trading at a discount if it is trading at a price less than the cash price of its underlying index or 

commodity.  

Discount Broker - A brokerage firm that offers low commission rates. 

 

E 

Early Exercise - The exercise of an option contract before its expiration date. 

ETF - Exchange Traded Funds. Open ended funds tradable over an exchange just like a stock. ETFs made 

it possible for investors to invest in a variety of other instruments like gold and silver just like investing in 

stocks. 

European Exercise - A feature of an option that stipulates that the option may only be exercised at its 

expiration. Therefore, there can be no early assignment with this type of option.  

Exercise - This occurs when the owner of a put option invokes the right embedded in the option 

contract. In layman’s terms, it means the seller of the Index Option pays the strike price to the buyer. 

Expiration Date - The day on which an option contract becomes void. The expiration date for listed stock 

options is the Saturday after the third Friday of the expiration month. All holders of options must 

indicate their desire to exercise, if they wish to do so, by this date.  

Expiration Time - The time of day by which all exercise notices must be received on the expiration date. 

Technically, the expiration time is currently 5:00 PM on the expiration date, but public holders of option 

contracts must indicate their desire to exercise no later than 5:30 PM on the business day preceding the 

expiration date. The times are Eastern Time. 

Expire Worthless - When out of the money options lose all their value and expire on expiration day.  

Extrinsic Value - Also known as "Premium Value" or "Time Value". It is the difference between an 

option's price and the intrinsic value.  

 

F 

Fair Value - A term used to describe the worth of an option or futures contract as determined by a 

mathematical model. 

Fundamental Analysis - A method of analyzing the prospects of a security by observing accepted 

accounting measures such as earnings, sales, assets, and so on. 
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G 

Goldilocks Economy - An economy that has steady growth and moderate inflation which is neither too 

heated nor cold and allows for stock market friendly monetary policies. 

Good Until Canceled (GTC) - A designation applied to some types of orders, meaning that the order 

remains in effect until it is either filled or cancelled.  

 

H 

Hedge - Transactions that will protect against loss through a compensatory price movement.   

Horizontal Spread - An option strategy in which the options have the same strike price, but different 

expiration dates. 

 

I 

Index - A compilation of the prices of several common entities into a single number. 

Index Option – A put or call whose underlying asset is an index instead of a hard asset such as stocks. 

Most index options are cash-based.  

In-The-Money (ITM) - For put options, it means the index price is below the strike price. So, if a put has 

a strike price of $50 and the index is at $45, that option is in-the-money. 

Intrinsic Value - The value of an option if it were to expire immediately with the underlying index at its 

current price; the amount by which an option is in-the-money. For call options, this is the difference 

between the index price and the striking price, if that difference is a positive number, or zero otherwise. 

For put options it is the difference between the striking price and the index price, if that difference is 

positive, and zero otherwise.  

 

L 

Last Trading Day - The third Friday of the expiration month. Options cease trading at 3:00 PM Eastern 

Time on the last trading day. 

LEAPS - Long-Term Equity Anticipation Securities. Simply said, it is an option contract that expires one 

year or more in the future. Sometimes option contracts that expires 6 months to a year later are also 

known as a LEAPS. 
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Leverage - In investments, the attainment of greater percentage profit and risk potential. A call holder 

has leverage with respect to a stock holder -the former will have greater percentage profits and losses 

than the latter, for the same movement in the underlying stock or index.   

Listed Option - A put or call option that is traded on a national option exchange. Listed options have 

fixed striking prices and expiration dates. 

 

M 

Margin (stocks) - To buy a security by borrowing funds from a brokerage house. The margin 

requirement-the maximum percentage of the investment that can be loaned by the brokerage firm-is 

set by the Federal Reserve Board. 

Margin (options) - Cash deposit needed to be held in account when writing options.  

Mini Index Options - Index options that are only one-tenth the size of regular index options.   

 

N 

Narrow Based - Generally referring to an index, it indicates that the index is composed of only a few 

stocks, generally in a specific industry group.  

Near The Money Options - Options with strike prices near to the spot price of the underlying index.  

Neutral - Describing an opinion that is neither bearish or bullish. Neutral option strategies are generally 

designed to perform best if there is little or no net change in the price of the underlying index. 

Neutral Options Strategies - Different ways to use options in order profit an index remains stagnant or 

within a tight trading range.  

 

O 

Options Clearing Corporation (OCC) - The issuer of all listed option contracts that are trading on the 

national option exchanges. 

Out-of-The-Money (OTM) - For put options, this means the index is above the strike price. The price of 

out-of-the-money options consists entirely of “time value.” 
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P 

Parity - Describing an in-the-money option trading for its intrinsic value: that is, an option trading at 

parity with the underlying index. Also used as a point of reference -an option is sometimes said to be 

trading at a half-point over parity or at a quarter-point under parity, for example. An option trading 

under parity is a discount option. 

Portfolio - Holdings of securities by an individual or institution. A portfolio may contain options of 

different stocks or a combination of shares, options and other financial instruments. 

Premium - The total price of an option contract is made up of the sum of the intrinsic value and the time 

value premium. Even though most people refer to the price of an option contract as the "Premium", it is 

actually an inaccurate expression. The Premium of an option contract is the part of the price that is not 

intrinsic.  

Pull back - A temporary fall in price after a rally. The rally usually continues after a Pull Back. This is also 

known as a "Correction". 

Put Option - An option granting the holder the right to sell the underlying security at a certain price for a 

specified period of time. 

 

Q 

Quadruple Witching - The third Friday of March, June, September and December when Index Futures, 

Index Options, Stock Futures and Stock Options expire. This is one of the most volatile trading days of 

the year, with exceptionally high trading volume. 

Quarterlies / Quarterly Options - Options with quarterly expiration cycle.  

 

R 

Resistance - A term in technical analysis indicating a price area higher than the current stock price 

where an abundance of supply exists for the stock, and therefore the stock may have trouble rising 

through the price. 

Reward / Risk Ratio - A gauge of how risky a position can be by dividing its maximum profit potential 

against the maximum loss potential. A ratio of above 1 means that the potential reward is higher than 

the potential loss.  

Return On Investment (ROI) - The percentage profit that one makes, or might make, on his investment. 
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S 

Security / Securities - (finance) A tradable financial instrument signifying ownership in financial assets 

issued by companies or governments. Such financial assets includes but are not restricted to stocks, 

bonds, futures and debts. 

Settlement - The resolution of the terms of an options contract between the holder and the writer when 

the options contract is exercised. 

Strategy - With respect to option investments, a preconceived, logical plan of position selection and 

follow-up action. 

Strike Price - The price at which the buyer of a call or put can exercise it when permitted to do so.  

 

T 

Ticker Symbol - Symbol representing an index and its options traded in the stock market. 

Time Decay - The reduction of a stock option's extrinsic value as expiration date draws nearer.  

Time Value — The part of an option price that is based on its time to expiration. If you subtract the 

amount of intrinsic value from an option price, you’re left with the time value. If an option has no 

intrinsic value (i.e., it’s out-of-the-money) its entire worth is based on time value. 

Triple Witching - Prior to 2001. The third Friday of March, June, September, and December, when stock 

options, index futures and options on index futures expire. After 2001, the introduction of Single Stock 

Futures transformed Triple Witching into Quadruple Witching as single stock futures expire on the third 

Friday of every quarterly month as well. 

Type - The designation to distinguish between a put or call option. 

 

U 

Uncovered Option - A written option is considered to be uncovered if the investor does not have a 

corresponding position in the underlying security. 

Underlying Asset - The security which one has the right to buy or sell via the terms of a listed option 

contract. An underlying asset can be any financial instrument on which option contracts can be written 

based on. Some examples are : Stocks, ETFs, Commodities, Forex, Index. 
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V 

VIX - An index measuring the level of implied volatility in US index options and is used as a measurement 

of volatility in the US stock market. 

VIX Options - Non-equity options based on the CBOE VIX. 

Volatile - A stock or market that is expected to move up or down unexpectedly or drastically is known as 

a volatile market or stock. 

Volatile Strategy- An option strategy that is constructed to profit no matter if the underlying stock 

moves up or down quickly. 

Volatility - A measure of the amount by which an underlying security or index is expected to fluctuate 

over a given period of time. Generally measured by the annual standard deviation of the daily price 

changes.  

Volatility Index - Also known as VXN, is an index by the CBOE that measures volatility in the market 

using implied volatility of S&P500 stock index options. 

Volume - The number of transactions that took place in a trading day.  
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LIST OF OPTION INDICES 

XAL Airline Index      

BTK Biotechnology Index 

EYR CBOE Asia 25 Index 

CYX CBOE China Index 

EOR CBOE Euro 25 Index 

EXQ CBOE Exchange Index 

GOX CBOE Gold Index 

INX CBOE Internet Index 

MNX CBOE Mini-NDX Index 

VXN CBOE Nasdaq - 100 Volatility Index 

OIX CBOE Oil Index 

PVK CBOE PowerPacks Bank Index 

PVP CBOE PowerPacks BioTech Index 

POU CBOE PowerPacks Gold Index 

PVL CBOE PowerPacks Internet Index 

PVF CBOE PowerPacks Iron & Steel Index 

POY CBOE PowerPacks Oil Index 

PVO CBOE PowerPacks Oil Services Index 

PFU CBOE PowerPacks Pharmaceutical Index 

RPY CBOE PowerPacks Retail Index 

PVU CBOE PowerPacks Semiconductor Index 

PVC CBOE PowerPacks Technology Index 

POQ CBOE PowerPacks Telecom Index 

RVX CBOE Russell 2000 Volatility Index 
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TXX CBOE Technology Index 

VIX CBOE Volatility Index 

CZH China Index 

XCI Computer Technology Index 

DFI Defense Index 

DXE Deutsche Bank Energy Index 

DDX Disk Drive Index 

MUT Dow 10 Index 

DJX Dow Jones Industrial Average 

ECM Dow Jones Internet Commerce Index 

DJR Dow Jones REIT Index 

DTX Dow Jones Transportation Average 

DUX Dow Jones Utility Average 

EUR EUROTOP 100 Index 

HUI Gold BUGS Index 

GTC GSTI Composite Index 

GHA GSTI Hardware Index 

GIN GSTI Internet Index 

GIP GSTI Multimedia Networking Index 

GSM GSTI Semiconductor Index 

GSO GSTI Software Index 

HAI Hapoalim American Israeli Index 

HKO Hong Kong Option Index 

IIX Inter@ctive Week Internet Index 

IXX ISE 100 

IXZ ISE 250 
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IXK ISE 50 

HVY ISE Gold Index 

RUF ISE Homebuilders 

PMP ISE Integrated Oil and Gas 

OOG ISE Oil & Gas Services 

RND ISE Pharmaceuticals 

BYT ISE Semiconductors 

SIN ISE SINdex 

JLO ISE US Regional Banks 

HHO ISE-B&S Water Index 

POW ISE-CCM Alternative Energy Index 

HSX ISE-CCM Homeland Security 

TNY ISE-CCM Nanotechnology Index 

FUM ISE-Revere Natural Gas Index 

JPN Japan Index 

DXL Jumbo DJX Index 

KSX KBW Capital Markets Index 

KIX KBW Insurance Index 

MFX KBW Mortgage Finance Index 

KRX KBW Regional Bank Index 

XMI Major Market Index 

MEX Mexico Index 

UKX Mini FSTE 100 

FTZ Mini FTSE 250 

MNX Mini-NASDAQ 100 Index 

MNX Mini-NASDAQ 100 Index - Long Dated 
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MNX Mini-NDX Index 

MML Mini-NDX Long-Dated Options 

MML Mini-NDX Long-Dated Options 

RMN Mini-Russell 2000 Index 

RMN Mini-Russell 2000 Index Options 

XSP Mini-SPX Index 

MVB Morgan Stanley Biotech 

CRX Morgan Stanley Commodity Related Equity Index 

CMR Morgan Stanley Consumer Index 

CYC Morgan Stanley Cyclical Index 

MSH Morgan Stanley High-Technology 35 Index 

MOX Morgan Stanley Internet Index 

MGO Morgan Stanley Oil Services 

MVR Morgan Stanley Retail 

MSH Morgan Stanley Technology Index 

NDX NASDAQ 100 Index 

NBI Nasdaq Biotechnology 

NDX NASDAQ-100 Index 

NDX NASDAQ-100 Index 

XNG Natural Gas Index (The) 

XOI Oil Index 

DRG Pharmaceutical Index 

DFX PHLX Defense Sector 

RXS PHLX Drug Sector 

XEX PHLX Europe Sector Index 

XAU PHLX Gold and Silver Sector Index 
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HGX PHLX Housing Sector 

OSX PHLX Oil Service Index 

SOX PHLX Semiconductor Sector Index 

UTY PHLX Utility Sector Index 

XEH PHLX World Energy Index 

BKX PHLX/KBW Bank Sector Index 

RLG Russell 1000 Growth Index 

RUI Russell 1000 Index 

RUI Russell 1000 Index 

RLV Russell 1000 Value Index 

RUO Russell 2000 Growth Index 

RUT Russell 2000 Index 

RUT Russell 2000 Index 

RUJ Russell 2000 Value Index 

RAG Russell 3000 Growth Index 

RUA Russell 3000 Index 

RAV Russell 3000 Value Index 

RDG Russell MidCap Growth Index 

RMC Russell MidCap Index 

RMV Russell MidCap Value Index 

OEX S&P 100 Index (OEX) 

XEO S&P 100 Index European 

SPL S&P 500 Index - Long-Term 

SPX S&P 500 Index (SPX) 

MID S&P MidCap 400 Index 

MID S&P MidCap 400 Index 
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SML S&P SmallCap 600 Index 

SML S&P SmallCap 600 Index 

XBD Securities Broker/Dealer Index (The)  

RZA,  

RZB, 

RZD, 

RZE Short-term S&P 100 Index 

JXA, JXB, JXD, JXZ Short-term S&P 500 Index 

SCQ SIG Cable, Media & Entertainment Index 

SGV SIG Casino Gaming Index 

SCP SIG Coal Producers Index 

FSQ SIG Footware & Athletics Index 

SMQ SIG Investment Managers Index 

EPX SIG Oil Exploration & Production Index 

SEZ SIG Semiconductor Capital Equipment Index 

SDL SIG Semiconductor Device Index 

RSQ SIG Specialty Retail Index 

STQ SIG Steel Producers Index 

DXS Spade Defense Index 

DOT TheStreet.com Internet Sector 

WHC WellSpring Bio-Clinical Trials 

XDB World Currency Options on the British Pound 

XDE World Currency Options on The Euro 

 

 

 


